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*In case of emergency - please contact Jamie Spano (owner) at (802) 999-4070.

Eyelash Extension Aftercare

What are eyelash extensions?

Eyelash extensions are individual synthetic material. They are attached to your eyelashes individually, not to the skin.

Once applied, these lashes are so natural looking that it is difficult to tell extensions are even applied.

How long do eyelashes last?

It is an individual process. We lose one eyelash almost everyday. We also grow a new lash to replace the one that fell 

out. These lashes can stay on for up to two months with proper care and maintenance. However, factors such as eyelash 

growth, lifestyle and general after care will affect how long the lashes last. Please do not attempt to remove any lashes 

on your own.

Do the false eyelashes damage my natural eyelashes?

Not at all. The lash adhesive is formulated to create a solid bond, specifically for human lashes. The adhesive dries very 

softly on the lashes, allowing the lashes to stay flexible and bouncy just like your own lashes.

Before your Appointment:

 - Remove all eye makeup and clean your lashes with mild, oil free cleanser.  

 - Do NOT use oil based makeup remover to clean your lashes prior to your appointment.  

 - If you wear contacts, please remove contact lenses before. Plan to set aside 1-2.5 hours for your appointment.

After your Appointment:

 - DO keep your extensions dry for 4-6 hours after your appointment.

 - DO wash your lashes daily (after the first 4 hours) to cleanse oils off of the lashes. This will extend the life of 

    the extensions.

 - DO use oil free cleanser when washing face/eye area. Oil will break down the adhesive and you will have  

    premature extension loss. This includes oils from your fingers!

 - DO brush them gently if things look amiss - this will solve most problems.

 - Do NOT perm or tint lashes before or after lash extension application

 - Do NOT rub or pull your lash extensions

 - Do NOT cut the extensions

What happens if a lash should loosen or become dislodged?

Do NOT pull on the lash. As your natural lashes fall out due to the growth cycle, you will need refills. As you become 

accustomed to the extensions, and with a little practice maintaining the lashes, the time between refills can be extended to 

around 3 weeks.


